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Kia ora, my name is Rebecca and I’m 24yrs old from Waikato.

After reading 178 page document I strongly disagree with the NZ Compulsory Income
Protection scheme!!!

There are a few reasons this scheme is not viable for kiwis which I will explain below:

1. Ultimately this is not feasible for the young working generation. Currently the cost
of living is higher than ever with wages not increasing accordingly. More and more
of my pay check is getting deducted leaving me with less money to pay for expenses
and save. When an individual becomes a financial provider to more than just
themselves (kids, mortgage) we get the option to take out income protection – and
should stay as this, PERSONAL OPTION! Not compulsory. If NZ Government
feels NZ society is lacking financial education about savings, then they can look to
provide courses/education for those who are interested. However it should not be the
responsibility for those working/saving to pay tax for when others lose their jobs or
reduced work due to health issues. Even if I pay minimum (for full timer) $12.23 a
week, is a total of $6359.60 every 10 years not including payrises/inflation -
ultimately can be the difference between a young person achieving a home of their
own or not. Every dollar in our pocket counts, do not make this insurance
compulsory.

2. Page 39 clearly states “The overall impact is highly uncertain … while the proposed
costs are to be evenly split between workers and employers, employers could
overtime pass on such costs to workers, for instance, by supressing wage
increases”!. Its written right there in the report! The fact that this scheme is uncertain
it should NOT be implemented in New Zealand! Currently there is already the
personal option to take out Income protection should people wish … let it be a
personal option! We are already in a very uncertain and unstable
national/international environment and its not an appropriate time to be considering
such a drastic change to reduce everyone’s take home pay.

3. This report fails to state a contingency plan. If it goes wrong/ too many people
claim, high unemployment/ high redundancy then what? This scheme should not
even be thought to progress until a thorough contingency plan has been created and
opened to public feedback.

4. The report states “Claimants would be expected to be based in New Zealand, to
show effort to search for suitable employment, or to prepare for employment” –
none of these have be defined in report. These need elaboration. 
-Claimants would be expected to be based in New Zealand, what is specific
eligibility criteria?
-what proof would be considered sufficient vs not sufficient to support someone is
putting effort into looking for employment?
-what proof would be sufficient vs not sufficient to support someone is preparing for
employment?

5. Page 34 “With income insurance, a person with a health condition or disability that
reduces their work capacity could afford to reduce their hours of work, creating an
opportunity to recover, and potentially resume their usual level of work, and avoid
any wage scarring. If they have to stop work for a time, then income insurance
would provide similar benefits to a displaced worker”. Business cannot discriminate
in the recruitment / selection process, or in any part of employment. NZ is made up
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